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Baker & McKenzie joins Ko-Tech for the first solar highway sound/noise barrier project in the Western Hemisphere


Traffic noise has been recognized by the World Health Organization as a major environmental and health issue. Traffic noise has been demonstrated to have significant negative health impacts on populations living close to road infrastructure. Highway noise barriers have therefore been constructed for a number of years in an effort to mitigate this issue. Ko-Tech and its partners (Nuwatt, Ramboll Environ, SSM) offer a practical idea which combines solar technology and highway noise barrier structures. Ko-Tech and its partners are working with the Massachusetts Department of Transportation, the local governments and community to potentially install 2,500 feet of solar panels along a stretch of Route 128 in Lexington. The project would produce 825,000 kilowatt hours of electricity, to be fed into the Eversource power structure. This project will be the first of its kind in the Western Hemisphere. Baker & McKenzie’s unwavering commitment to the renewable energy industry and extensive experience was two of many attributes to be chosen by Ko-Tech.

Baker & McKenzie offers clients the uncompromising commitment to excellence expected of a top firm and a distinctive way of thinking, working and behaving — as a passionately global and genuinely collaborative firm. Baker & McKenzie seamlessly combine an instinctively global perspective with the nuanced local insights of more than 4,200 locally qualified lawyers in 77 offices around the world. It calls this fluency, and its clients tell them that it is what distinguishes Baker & McKenzie from other law firms. Since 1949, Baker & McKenzie has advised leading companies on the legal issues of doing business around the world, and has cultivated the global mindset, commercial pragmatism and collaborative relationships that it takes to deliver consistently world-class service tailored to the preferences of its clients worldwide. As a community of 60 nationalities, Baker & McKenzie has deep knowledge of the language and culture of business all over the world. Its nuanced understanding of local markets, broad scope of practice and seamless collaboration enable us to navigate complexity with sophistication and ease. Its commitment to excellence and fluency makes a difference. It is the reason Baker &
McKenzie has been named the strongest global law firm brand for five consecutive years in the Acritas sharp-legal Global Elite Brand Index.

Ko-Tech LLC is a global business consulting firm helping managements with strategic decisions, operations, supply-chain logistics, technology and organization. Ko-Tech helps its clients by supporting tactical execution to achieve success in their most critical missions and provides consulting services to a number of firms in various industries such as Agribusiness, Consumer Goods, Energy (Renewable Energy & Energy Efficiency), Healthcare and Publishing. Ko-Tech also generates and manages some of its own creative projects worldwide as well. Ko-Tech proudly represents a number of prestigious organizations worldwide. Some of Ko-Tech’s partners are: Micron Products – World’s forerunner in medical electrodes manufacturing, Smithsonian Enterprises – World’s largest museum and research complex.

The partnership will result in efficient management of Ko-Tech’s legal needs and the protection of its rights in the fullest extent worldwide.

# # #

**About Baker & McKenzie:** Baker & McKenzie, founded in 1949, is a multinational law firm. As of August 2016, it is ranked as the second-largest international law firm in the world with 12,100 employees including 6,100 fee earners and 4,600 lawyers on a full-time equivalent basis in 77 offices across 47 countries. It is ranked as the second largest law firm in the world, in terms of revenue, with US$2.62 billion in annual revenue in FY2016. Learn more at: [www.bakermckenzie.com](http://www.bakermckenzie.com).

**About Ko-Tech:** is a global management consulting firm helping managements with strategic decisions, operations, supply-chain logistics, technology and organization. It helps its clients by supporting tactical execution to achieve success in their most critical missions. Ko-Tech provides consulting services to a number of firms in various industries such as Energy, Healthcare, Media, Publishing and Consumer Goods. Ko-Tech also creates and manages its own unique projects worldwide. Learn more at: [www.kotech-llc.com](http://www.kotech-llc.com).